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Abstract
Let a; b and c be three natural numbers with a<b and b 6= 2a, and let B = fbng1n=1 be a
sequence of natural numbers with bn+1>2bn − 2c. Let d be a natural number with d>b + c
and 2d 62B. In this note we prove that there exists a sequence A = fang1n=1 with a1 = d and
an+1−an 2fa; bg such that (A+A)\B=;. On the other hand, we show that there exists a sequence
fbng1n=1 of natural numbers with bn+1>2bn such that for any natural number a; (A+A)\B 6= ;
for any sequence A = fang1n=1 of natural numbers with an+1 − an 2 fa; 2ag. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For a set A of real numbers, dene A + A = fa + b : a 2 A; b 2 Ag. In [2] Erd}os
and Graham noticed that if B = fbng1n=1 is a sequence of natural numbers satisfying
bn+1>2bn, then there exists a sequence A = fang1n=1 of natural numbers satisfying
26an+1 − an63 and (A + A) \ B = ;. In [1] Bollobas et al. showed that the same
assertion holds under the relaxed assumption bn+1>2bn−cn, where fcng1n=1 is an upper
bounded sequence. (In this case, we may assume that fcng is a constant sequence, i.e.
cn = c for every n.) On the other hand, they proved in [1] that the assertion is not
true for any upper unbounded sequence fcng. Let 16r1<r2<    be a sequence of
integers. In [1] Bollobas et al. also proved the following interesting result that there is a
sequence B=fbng1n=1 of natural numbers with bn+1>rnbn such that (A+A+A)\B 6= ;
for any sequence A= fang1n=1 of natural numbers with 26an+1− an63. Let 16c<d
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be two integers. The following problem is proposed in [1]: is there an r = r(c; d)
such that if B = fbng1n=1 is a sequence of natural numbers satifying bn+1>rbn, then
(A+A)\B=; for some sequence A=fang1n=1 of natural numbers with c6an+1−an6d?
For the case c = 2 and d = 3, Bollobas et al. remarked in [1] that a1 constructed in
their proof is very large. In this note, we give an answer to the question in [1]. In
fact, the following results are proved.
Theorem 1. Let a; b and c be natural numbers with a<b and b 6= 2a; B= fbng1n=1;
a sequence of natural numbers with bn+1>2bn − 2c; and let d be a natural number
with d>c + maxfa; b − ag and 2d 62 B. Then there exists a sequence A = fang1n=1
with a1 = d and an+1 − an 2 fa; bg such that (A+ A) \ B= ;.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1 needs the following idea. We do not see any way to
use induction from a1; a2; : : : ; an to construct an+1. For the case b= ka (k > 2; k 2 N),
I have not found such a proof yet. For the case b 6= ka (k 2 N), there is a very simple
proof. We have not included it in this note because it is not necessary for this note.
In this note I use induction from a1; : : : ; atn to construct atn+1; : : : ; atn+1 .
If b>1 and d>c+maxfa; b− ag, then 2(d+ 1)< 2(2d)− 2c. Thus, at most one
of 2d and 2(d+ 1) belongs to B. Hence, in the case a= 2; b= 3 and bn being natural
numbers as in [1,2], we may always take an integer d as a1 with c + 2<a16c + 4
and 2a1 62 B.
The proof of Theorem 1 goes through for the reals.
Theorem 2. Let b>2 be an integer and frng1n=1 a sequence of natural numbers. Then
there exists a sequence B = fbng1n=1 of natural numbers with b1 = b and bn+1>rnbn
such that for any natural number a; we have (A + A) \ B 6= ; for any sequence
A= fang1n=1 of natural numbers with an+1 − an 2 fa; 2ag.
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2 in [1]. This implies that 2
included in the denition of B is best possible in Theorem 1 in this special case. In
the case a= 1, it is Theorem 2 in [1].
Theorem 3. Let fcng1n=1 be a sequence of integers with sup cn = 1 and let b
be a natural number with b>2. Then there is a sequence B = fbng1n=1 of natural
numbers with b1 = b and bn>2bn−1 − cn−1 such that; for any natural number a;
we have (A + A) \ B 6= ; for any sequence A = fang1n=1 of natural numbers with
an+1 − an 2 f2a; 3ag.
Conjecture. Let fcng1n=1 be a sequence of integers with sup cn =1 and let b be a
natural number with b>2. Then there is a sequence B = fbng1n=1 of natural numbers
with b1 = b and bn>2bn−1 − cn−1 such that, for any natural numbers c; d with c<d
and d 6= 2c, we have (A+A)\B 6= ; for any sequence A=fang1n=1 of natural numbers
with an+1 − an 2 fc; dg.
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2. Proofs of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. From bk+1>2bk − 2c we have that if bm+1>bn >bm−1 and
bn > 2c, then bn = bm. Now, we use induction to dene two sequences fang1n=−1 and
ftng1n=1 such that the following proposition P(n) are true for all n>1. Then the theorem
follows immediately.
(i) atn − atn−1 = b;
(ii) there are no i6tn such that,
ai − ai−1 = a; ai−1 − ai−2 = a;
(iii) ai + aj 62 B for any 16i6j; tn−1<j6tn (n> 1) and 16j6tn (n= 1).
Let t1 =1; a1 =d; a0 = a1− b; a−1 = a0− b. Then P(1) is true. Suppose that P(n) are
true for all 16n6k. We will nd tk+1 and ai for tk < i6tk+1 such that P(k + 1) is
true. If fatk + b+ ai; 2atk + 2b : 16i6tkg \ B= ;, let atk+1 = atk + b and tk+1 = tk + 1,
then P(k + 1) is true. Now assume that fatk + b + ai; 2atk + 2b : 16i6tkg \ B 6= ;,
say, bm 2 fatk + b+ ai; 2atk + 2b : 16i6tkg. Let atk+1 = atk + a; atk+2 = atk+1 + b and
tk+1 = tk + 2. Then (i) and (ii) are true for n= k + 1 by the induction hypothesis. For
j 2 ftk + 1; tk + 2g and 16i6j, we have
2c< 2a16ai + aj62atk+262atk + 2a+ 2b62bm − 2a1 + 2a<bm+1;
ai + aj>atk+1 + a1>atk + a+ a1>
1
2bm − b+ a+ a1>bm−1:
Hence, if ai + aj 2 B for some i; j with j 2 ftk + 1; tk + 2g and 16i6j, then
ai + aj = bm 2 fatk + b+ as; 2atk + 2b : 16s6tkg.
Case 1. bm= atk + b+ as= au+ atk+1 for some s; u with 16s6tk and 16u6tk +1.
Then au − as = b− a. But as+1 − as 2 fa; bg, and by (ii), au − as>as+2 − as>a+ b if
u>s+ 2. So this case cannot happen.
Case 2. bm= atk + b+ as = av + atk+2 for some s; v with 16s6tk and 16v6tk +2.
Then as − av = a. Hence, s= v+1. By (i) of the induction hypothesis, s 6= tk , whence
s6tk − 1. By (ii) of the induction hypothesis, as+1 − as = b. Thus bm = atk + b+ as =
atk + as+1; s+ 16tk , a contradiction with (iii) of the induction hypothesis.
Case 3. bm =2atk +2b= aw + atk+1 for some 16w6tk +1. Then aw − atk =2b− a.
This contradicts with atk+1 − atk = a.
Case 4. bm = 2atk + 2b= ax + atk+2 for some 16x6tk + 2. Then, ax − atk = b− a.
This contradicts with atk+1 − atk = a and atk+2 − atk = a+ b.
Thus we have showed (iii) is true for n = k + 1. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let b1 = b and bn+1 = n!rnbn+ n. If an+1− an=2a for all n>1,
then 2a1 + 2an 2 A + A for all n>0. Thus b2a1+2a+1 2 A + A. If am+1 − am = a for
some m>1, let t= a1 + am+1, then bt+1− am+1 = a1 + ka and bt+1− am= a1 + (k+1)a
for some natural number k. Since an+1 − an 2 fa; 2ag for all n>1, at least one of
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a1 + ka and a1 + (k + 1)a belongs to A. Thus, bt+1 2 A+ A. This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 26cn1 <cn2 <    with n1>2; ni+1−ni>2 and cni+1−cni>2.
Let n0 = 0; b1 = b; bni+1 = 2(bni − i) (i>1) and bk =3(jck−1j+1)i!bk−1 + 2i for ni−1 +
26k6ni (i>1). Then cni>2i (i>1) and bn+1>2bn−cn for all n>1. If an+1−an=3a
for all n>1, then 2a1 + 3an 2 A + A for all n>0. Thus, for i = a2, bni 2 A + A. If
am+1−am=2a for some m>1, let j=am+a, then bnj−j−a=a1+la, bnj−j=a1+(l+1)a
and bnj − j+ a= a1 + (l+2)a for some natural number l. Since an+1 − an 2 f2a; 3ag,
at least one of a1 + la, a1 + (l+1)a and a1 + (l+2)a belongs to A. Therefore, at least
one of bnj and bnj+1 belongs to A+ A. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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